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ABSTRACT 

Transportation mobility is increasing at rapid pace in urban areas. Transport problems in urban 

areas mainly derive from inadequate solutions of urban quality by native transport systems. The majority ofthe 

issues have been caused by extreme density of motor vehicles in urban areas. The demand for rising the 

quality and efficiency of transportation service has been growing, and new technologies have gotten into the market 

at a quick pace. This paper aims to study different mobility issues in urban area in conjunction with different 

transportation problems regarding mobility in urban areas and some new approaches to counter transportation 

issues in urban areas. 
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1. Introduction 

Consequences of individual transport fast development are a threat for contemporary cities and their population. 

Actually, transport issues in urban areas largely derive from inadequate solutions of urban quality by native transport 

systems. Majority of those issues are caused by extreme density of motorized vehicles in urban areas. Increase of 

motorized vehicles may be a consequence of financial gain increase and higher customary of living. For the sake of 

guaranteeing enough area for motorized vehicles, homes are being torn, trees get prevent, roads are becoming wider 

and pedestrian areas are narrowed. Road crossings and pedestrian roads, inexperienced areas and emergency access 

areas are getting used for parking. Pollution is turning into unendurable and also the noise is ever increasing; flow 

and speed of conveyance are shriveled thanks to cars. Urban transport in these circumstances hardly involves terms 

with demands of quick, safe, snug and economical transportation of individuals and merchandise. So as to alter this, 

basic transport issues to be identified then solved per size and sort of thecity. 

Different needs result in totally different solutions at different times. Travelers and drivers need to 

maneuver additional quickly, cheaply, safely, handily, well reliably, and with additional data. Transportation 

operators need to produce service in additional economical and profitable means. Regulators meanwhile search for 
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less congestion, less pollution, and less energy consumption. Standard transportation concentrates on moving 

vehicles expeditiously with methods like road improvement, and transit management. Recent objectives though, 

have shifted the main target to transit-oriented and non-motorized property transportation through transportation 

demand management and intelligent transit. 

The difficult prospects investigated herein embody instant transportation, sharing transportation, quick 

transportation, resilient transportation, reasonable transportation, and seamless transportation. 

2. Transportation Mobility Issues 

 

 Traffic Congestion and Parking Difficulties  

Congestion is one amongst the foremost current transport issues in giant urban agglomerations. It's notably joined 

with effectuation and therefore the diffusion of the automobiles, which has exaggerated the demand for transport 

infrastructures. However, the availability of infrastructures has usually not been able to maintain with the expansion 

of quality. Since vehicles pay the bulk of the time position, effectuation has swollen the demand for automobile 

parking space that has been created house consumption issues notably in central areas. Congestion and parking are 

reticulated since trying to find an automobile parking space creates extra delays and impairs native circulation.  

  Longer Commuting 

On par with congestion, individual spends quantity of their time traveling between their residence and geographic 

point. A vital issue behind this trend is related to residential affordability as housing placed additional faraway from 

central areas is cheaper.  

 Transport Inadequacy 

Several transportation systems or elements of them measure either over or below used. Throughout peak hours, 

crowdedness creates discomfort for users because the system copes with a short lived surge in demand. Low 

ridership makes several services financially unsustainablenotably in residential district areas.  

 Difficulties for non-motorized transport 

These difficulties square measure either the end result of intense traffic, wherever the quality of pedestrians, bicycles 

and vehicles is impaired, however additionally due to a lack of thought for pedestrians and bicycles within the 

physical style of infrastructures and facilities. 
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 Accidents and safety 

Growing traffic in urban areas is joined with a growing range of accidents and fatalities, particularly in developing 

countries. Accidents account for a big share of continual delays. As traffic will increase, individuals feel less safe to 

use the streets. 

 Land consumption. 

The territorial imprint of transportation is significant, particularly for the automobile. Between 30 and 60% of a 

metropolitan area may be devoted to transportation, an outcome of the over-reliance on some forms of urban 

transportation. Yet, this land consumption also underlines the strategic importance of transportation in the economic 

and social welfare of cities. 

3. New Approachesin Transportation Mobility 

 Advanced traveler information services 

A traveller dislikes uncertainty in his journey. If person may receive customized, instant, and period traffic and 

public transportation data or solutions that facilitate him to achieve his destination, he would have a lot of less 

uncertainty to affect.  

 Reduction of parking-related traffic 

Information is that the key to speedy improvement. Innovative parking steering systems will offer precisely the 

needed data and use dynamic signs to guide motorists to the closest free automobile parking space. Municipalities 

stand to make the most of such systems in multiple ways. Visits to town center become a lot of enticing and also the 

occupancy of sometimes less frequented parking facilities is augmented. The systems are even able to monitor the 

occupancy of on-street parking facilities and pass the data on to the motorists, either for every individual automobile 

parking or on the idea of the amount of parking permits sold-out. In either case, the system guides the drivers on to 

offered parking areas, preventing street overcrowding and also the ensuing hold up. 

 Shorter travel times and less congestion on motorways 

Using current traffic information as input, active traffic management approaches and dedicated management systems 

will manage high traffic volumes dynamically to counteract close congestion. Active traffic management improves 

vehicle output and generates incident warnings for additional safety on the road. Innovative technologies facilitate 

attain this goal. Automatic processes avoid the chance of delayed reaction that may be gift with manual 
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management. This alleged congestion management is predicated on a mixture of ways that facilitate optimize 

infrastructure use and generate measurable additional worth for the transport network. 

 Bike Sharing System 

Bike sharing system can be used to interconnect two mass transit stations for better mobility and increase use of 

mass transportation system which eventually reduces the congestion and increase transport mobility of that area. 

4. Conclusion 

It is inconceivable for a town to perform without quality urban traffic mobility. Urban traffic contributes to 

economic development of cities and their social upgrading, and the other way around. Urban transport challenges 

are joined with the dominance of the automobile. However, what extremely matters within the finish is to confirm 

quality and convenience of enforced systems, which has easy accessibility to all or any vital town facilities. People 

area unit trying to find instant quality, the flexibility to share with others, a way of speed, reductions in post-disaster 

harm, and seamless intermodality whereas governments seek for innovative funding to supply higher transportation 

services to satisfy people’s desires. Relating to the sense of speed, individuals prefer to use a lot of slow vehicle like 

bike to get pleasure from the simple life within the last-mile travel or in touristy areas within the town, and use a lot 

of high-speed mode to avoid wasting the period particularly for the business trip within the long intercity travel. The 

prospects in improving mobility are sharing transportation, quick transportation, resilient transportation. 
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